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I'd like to change you here now, but that's not right
I lose myself, blinded by your lights
as I'm learning to fly here with these broken wings
bringing myself closer to these dreams
but I'm not like you

I need, I bleed with your constant games
just give me names, now who's responsible
it's impossible for me to live this way
redeeming myself almost every day
I'm trapped inside, I've got no place to hide
I can't believe you lied, you have no shame
but I'm not like you

(chorus)
mind imprisoned, my soul is free
blinded by facts of reality
twisted by fate with nothing left to see
a minute in time is like eternity

this time I will rise (2x)
you know I'll rise above you this time

I see these walls closing in till I can't breathe

panic floods me, turns my thoughts to deceit
need a break before I snap, time bomb
now everyone please stand back while I slip into the
cracks,
eliminate your mack
I need to relax now before I break you in half
your world has turned to aftermath
now you're scattered out like ashes amongst the floor
you're coming back no more
you've wasted all I gave
and nothing left to take
your life is driven by
suppress your inner hate
your only disguise, the cause that sealed your fate
now as I rise, labeled you were the fake

this time I will rise (4x)
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mind imprisoned, my soul is free
blinded by facts of reality
twisted by fate with nothing left to see
a minute in time is like eternity
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